
NovaTec Release Information NMP 7.2.0.5 

For details about the installation procedure and the installed applications please read the readme file in 

the installation folder. 

 

1. Bug fixes in NT-Configuration release 7.2.0.5   

2. Bug fixes in Trace Info Client release 7.2.0.5  

3. Bug fixes in Call Server release 7.2.0.5 

4. Known Issues 

5. Applications 

6. Requirements 

7. Dependencies 

1. Bug fixes in NT-Configuration release 7.2.0.5  

 Updated included OpenSSL DLLs to 0.9.8za to fix OpenSSL vulnerability CVE-2014-0224 

2. Bug fixes in Trace Info Client release 7.2.0.5 

Updated included OpenSSL DLLs to 0.9.8za to fix OpenSSL vulnerability CVE-2014-0224 

3. Bug fixes in Call Server release 7.2.0.5 

Updated included OpenSSL DLLs to 0.9.8za to fix OpenSSL vulnerability CVE-2014-0224 

4.  Known Issues 

None 

5.  Applications 

 NMP 7.2.0.5 includes the following applications: 

o NovaTec Configuration 7.2.0.5  

o Trace Info Client 7.2.0.5  

o Call Server 7.2.0.5  

o NovaTec Network Services 7.2.0.5  

6.  Requirements 

 The following operating systems are supported:  

o Microsoft Windows 2008 Server (Service Pack 2) 

o Microsoft Windows 7 (Service Pack 1) 

http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2014-0224
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2014-0224
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2014-0224


The machine on which this software is installed should meet the following minimum requirements:  

o 2 GB RAM 

o 3 GHz CPU 

o 1 GB free disk space 

7.  Dependencies 

If you are using NMS with NMP version 6.7.0.5 or higher please use at least NMS version 7.1.1.1 

(once a CDR database has been opened with NMP 6.7.0.5 or higher it can no longer be opened 

with previous NMS versions). 

NovaTec Gateways configured with NMP 6.7.0.5 or higher should use firmware versions from 

00.06.07.02 or newer if TLS is not used. If TLS is used FW 00.07.03.01 or newer should be used.  

 If CCU4 is configured the target system has to run FW version 00.08.01.00 or newer. 

 If UP0 is configured the target system has to run FW version 00.08.01.00 or newer. 

Option “Connect channel before a connect message has been received even if no progress 

Indicator #8 Inband info available has been received” requires FW version 00.08.02.00 or newer. 

Older FW versions will ignore the setting and act as though the option is active. 

Option “Do not send 183 Session Progress” requires FW version 00.08.02.04 or newer. Older FW 

versions will ignore the setting and act as though the option is not active. 

Option “Negotiate telephone-events 32-35 (ANS, ANSAM tones)” requires FW version 

00.08.02.04 or newer. Older FW versions will ignore the setting and act as though the option is not 

active. 

The feature “Sending of a Notification SMS on rejected GSM calls” requires FW version 

00.08.03.00 or newer. 
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NovaTec Release Information NMP 7.2.0.4 

For details about the installation procedure and the installed applications please read the readme file in 

the installation folder. 

 

1. New features in NT-Configuration release 7.2.0.4  

2. New features in Trace Info Client release 7.2.0.4   

3. Bug fixes in NT-Configuration release 7.2.0.4   

4. Bug fixes in Trace Info Client release 7.2.0.4  

5. Other changes in NT-Configuration release 7.2.0.4  

6. Other changes in Trace Info Client release 7.2.0.4  

7. Known Issues 

8. Applications 

9. Requirements 

10. Dependencies 

 

1.  New features in NT-Configuration release 7.2.0.4  

None 

2.  New features in Trace Info Client release 7.2.0.4  

None 

3. Bug fixes in NT-Configuration release 7.2.0.4  

If a user changed the configured board in slot 1 e.g. from CCU3 to CCU4 or would even as much 

as click on the board in slot 1 to check the configured IP address the settings under “NIP 

(NovaTec Internet Pathfinder)/Codec negotiation / properties” were reset to the default values. 

The problem has been solved.  

4. Bug fixes in Trace Info Client release 7.2.0.4  

None 

5. Other changes in NT-Configuration release 7.2.0.4  

None 

6. Other changes in Trace Info Client release 7.2.0.4  

None 



7.  Known Issues 

None 

8.  Applications 

 NMP 7.2.0.4 includes the following applications: 

o NovaTec Configuration 7.2.0.4  

o Trace Info Client 7.2.0.4  

o Call Server 7.2.0.4  

o NovaTec Network Services 7.2.0.4  

Call Server and Network Services have not been changed in release 7.2.0.4 

9.  Requirements 

 The following operating systems are supported:  

o Microsoft Windows 2008 Server (Service Pack 2) 

o Microsoft Windows 7 (Service Pack 1) 

The machine on which this software is installed should meet the following minimum requirements:  

o 2 GB RAM 

o 3 GHz CPU 

o 1 GB free disk space 

o CD-ROM drive 

10.  Dependencies 

If you are using NMS with NMP version 6.7.0.5 or higher please use at least NMS version 7.1.1.1 

(once a CDR database has been opened with NMP 6.7.0.5 or higher it can no longer be opened 

with previous NMS versions). 

NovaTec Gateways configured with NMP 6.7.0.5 or higher should use firmware versions from 

00.06.07.02 or newer if TLS is not used. If TLS is used FW 00.07.03.01 or newer should be used.  

 If CCU4 is configured the target system has to run FW version 00.08.01.00 or newer. 

 If UP0 is configured the target system has to run FW version 00.08.01.00 or newer. 

Option “Connect channel before a connect message has been received even if no progress 

Indicator #8 Inband info available has been received” requires FW version 00.08.02.00 or newer. 

Older FW versions will ignore the setting and act as though the option is active. 

Option “Do not send 183 Session Progress” requires FW version 00.08.02.04 or newer. Older FW 

versions will ignore the setting and act as though the option is not active. 

Option “Negotiate telephone-events 32-35 (ANS, ANSAM tones)” requires FW version 



00.08.02.04 or newer. Older FW versions will ignore the setting and act as though the option is not 

active. 

The feature “Sending of a Notification SMS on rejected GSM calls” requires FW version 

00.08.03.00 or newer. 
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